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Parkinson's disease (PD) is a slowly progressive disorder that affects movement, muscle control, and balance. The earlier treatment can prevent the disease from developing and to prolong the diseases prodromal phase. In this context, home monitoring services are potentially powerful tools for remote diagnosis and can improve healthcare services. Tremor is the most common symptom of a PD disorder and it has several advantages for continuous PD symptoms monitoring. The developing of solution based on smartphone sensors that allow remote monitoring of the monitored user is present. The connection between the smartphone application and cloud platform for smartphone sensors data transmission for early tremor symptoms detection is developed. It includes developing of configuration of smartphone application for sensor data transmission and developing of configuration of a cloud platform for tremor symptoms monitoring. The active tests were developed to capture a motor disorder, that indicates PD symptom such as tremor. Initial trials of the developing demonstrated that the monitoring system has the ability to real-time data acquisition and transmission using smartphone sensors and cloud storage. The connection settings developed for the system proved to be efficient when sensor data transmitted from the smartphone to cloud storage. The period of time required to transfer data to the cloud equal to the period of time less than one second.
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1. Introduction

Parkinson's disease (PD) is a slowly progressive disorder that affects movement, muscle control, and balance. In recent years, it has become clear that some symptoms of PD occur decades before the development of motor symptoms and clinical diagnosis, and that monitoring these symptoms may provide earlier PD detection. This may enable earlier treatment to prevent the disease from developing and to prolongate the diseases prodromal phase [1].

Using data from wearable devices, such as smartphone sensors, for movement measurements, the earlier detection of motor symptoms will become possible [2].

Parkinson’s disease is characterized by four motor disorders: muscle rigidity, hypokinesia, tremors, and postural instability. The authors [3] present a method to quantify PD motor symptoms using an accelerometer, and researchers have extensively tested the validity of such technologies for examining specific motor tasks in controlled experimental settings [4, 5]. The findings suggest that technologies have high sensitivity and specificity for differentiating PD-specific mobility patterns from those of healthy controls and for classifying PD severity and progression within PD patients [6, 7].

Tremor is the most common symptom of a movement disorder [8] and it has followed advantages for continuous PD monitoring. Tremor is: - the most common symptom of movement disorder; - appears at the early stage of diseases; - the most obvious symptom; - easy to detect.

Longer monitoring of tremors can make a diagnosis of Parkinson's disease more reliable. Outside the clinic, patient monitoring is used to monitor tremors. However, inconsistencies between these reports and objective tremor assessments are most often found. Long-term recordings at home can be useful for obtaining an objective assessment of tremor and identifying changes in tremor presentation that cannot be observed in the clinic. However, the inconvenience of long-term records lies in a large amount of data generated. Analysis and processing of these data will take a very long time [9].

In this context, home monitoring services are potentially powerful tools for remote diagnosis and can improve healthcare services. A large variety of biomedical sensors is used to obtain a variety of human physiological signals [10]. The processing and analysis of these signals to monitor health can be performed using a user's mobile device or server in cloud storage.
Smartphone sensors and web-based cloud platform enable remote monitoring, evaluation and daily monitoring of persons with PD and earlier detection of PD symptoms.

The paper presents developing of solution based on smartphone sensors that allow remote monitoring of the monitored user. The system can detect and quantify the motor symptom of PD such as tremor.

The proposed solution consists of a smartphone application, a cloud platform that receives and processes daily motion information of a monitored user, gathered from a data of smartphone sensors.

The system aims to provide a tool for the objective and efficient monitor the status of a monitored user in Parkinson's disease context.

The goal of the research is developing connection between mobile application and cloud platform for smartphone sensors data transmission for early tremor symptoms detection. The objectives are:

- developing of configuration of smartphone application for sensor data transmission;
- developing of configuration of a cloud platform for tremor symptoms monitoring.

2. System Architecture

The proposed system allows the monitoring of PD symptoms remotely by using an application installed on the users’ own smartphone. The most significant benefit using of smartphone-based approach is high accessibility. Smartphone-based approach helps to enable automated acquisition, transmission, processing and analyzing of the monitored user data. The core of the smartphone application is the testes to monitor and assess PD symptoms, which consists of active tests, that are initiated and self-administered by the participants at various times during the day. The accelerometer and touchscreen used in these tests. The tests are designed to measure symptom of motor function, such as tremor. The system can detect and quantify the motor symptom of PD such as tremor. The system is used Back4App platform to data collection, the processing will be done in the cloud while allowed users can view and manage all the information related to the monitored user using a web browser.

The system architecture include smartphone, communication channel, cloud storage.

2.1. Cloud platform for tremor symptoms monitoring

The Back4App platform is offered as cloud storage [11]. The platform provides the features discussed below.

Live Query function enables to subscribe to a specific query, store and synchronize app data in real-time. JSON Import / Export function help import and export JSON files using Parse Dashboard.

The function of Manage Parse Server Versions allows ensuring full compatibility between app and server versions.

Parse Command Line Tool can be used to perform various actions on your Parse app. It can be used to create new Parse apps, deploy Cloud Code to an app, view all releases, and more.

Back4App platform allows monitoring of several users.

In order to use the system, users need only have a smartphone or tablet and Internet access to upload their data to the server. Any device that logged in with a user account can then access data from the server through Wi-Fi or a mobile data network. The system includes an Internet server that is responsible for storing and processing secure data readings.

Thus, the platform allows to reliably track user data without significantly filling up the phone memory and using the smartphone's energy resources. The collected data is stored locally in the memory of the smartphone, and then transmitted to the cloud via the device, initiating an authenticated HTTP push request.

2.2. Smartphone applications requirements

Constant breakthroughs in medical sensor technology and mobile devices fields, combined with growing wireless communication capabilities, have made possible the emergence of new health monitoring paradigms. A smartphone has many additional abilities like a Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, infrared, large memory and an operating system. These technologies make smartphones a personal device that is not always on but is always somewhere on us providing an always-available computing environment with many applications that can be used for continuous health state monitoring.

The mobile application of the personal health monitoring system is used to obtain data on the presence or absence of tremor symptoms. Data acquisition occurs when conducting two tests using the built-in mobile phone sensors described above. The tremor test is performed using an accelerometer and a capacitive touchscreen.

Also, the developed smartphone application is used for preliminary processing of the obtained data. It consists of assigning timestamps to test data. The mobile application store obtained data and processed it in the internal memory of the phone (in the absence of an
presented in Table.

The experiment run on the conditions, includes follow parameters (but not limited of). The minimum system requirements of the mobile application have been determined. The smartphone app module should run on Android 4.4 and higher. Minimal requirements to characteristics of smartphone and Internet connection are presented in Table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smartphone Characteristics</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Display</td>
<td>5.5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>2 Gb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal storage</td>
<td>16 Gb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wi-Fi connection</td>
<td>~20 Mb/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2G connection</td>
<td>~473.6 Kb/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Case study
#### 3.1. Active test for tremor symptoms monitoring

In the current release, the personal mobile sensing system includes two tests for evaluating motor symptoms of Parkinson's disease. They are tremor tests using an accelerometer and tremor test using a touchscreen.

This is the simplest test performed with the smartphone at arm’s end. The software for tremor testing via accelerometer performs the following functions: data acquisition from the smartphone accelerometer; time-series data preprocessing; sampling; data transformation for processing and analysis; transferring to the cloud storage; normalizing the values of the accelerometer data array to gravity "g."

The software for tremor testing via the touchscreen assumes the following operations: user login; data acquisition from the results of spiral test execution; data processing; data transferring to the cloud storage.

The target object on the screen is a spiral line. User actions during the spiral test using a touchscreen are as follows. At the first stage, it is necessary to go over the spiral on the screen. The person should perform flowing motion by their index finger and avoid sharp movements as much as possible. On the second stage, the spiral line becomes flashing. The task is the same, to run the finger along the spiral line.

#### 3.2. Developing setting of a smartphone application for data transmission

Developing settings of a smartphone application for data transmission.

Consider the developing of settings of a configuration for a smartphone application for data transmission. At this stage, Android Studio [12] is used. In order to demonstrate the developing of settings of a configuration for data transmission, the accelerometer tremor test is used. The developing consist of several steps.

The first step is followes. The new layouts for smartphone application are created as follow. Using path "app → res → layout" create the following files: activity_accelerometer; activity_login; content_accelerometer; content_login.

The next step is checking to create files using path "layout → New → Layout resource file". The "toolbar" was created in follow files: "activity_accelerometer" and "activity_login". The next step is applied path "palette" → "container" → "AppBarLayout". And the next step, the creating "include" in follow files: "activity_accelerometer" and "activity_login" with links to "content_accelerometer" and "content_login" respectively. The next one is applied path "palette" → "container" → "include". Choose "content_accelerometer", use window "component tree", and do follow constraintLayout→ convert view→ relativeLayout→ apply. The elements from "palette" placed on the screen and insert text from brackets on the bottom respectively in the ID field of attributes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TableLayout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TableRow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TextView (txtXLabel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TableRow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Button (read_btn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TableRow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinearLayout (Layout_Graph_Container)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The "content_login" was be chosen, the button (element "button") is placed, and the "btn_login" is written to ID field. In menu file "menu_menu" the element "item" with ID "action_logout" must be created. The developing code [13] was copied to res → values → strings.

#### 3.3. Data transmission to cloud platform using smartphone application

The free cloud storage platform [11] is used. The new app was build and key of "Application ID" and "Client key" are copied. To access the device, the Internet and the ability to data synchronize, determined the permissions using follow path "app → manifest → AndroidManifest.xml"[14]. The following line was added to "AndroidManifest.xml".

```xml
<manifest xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"
package="com.example.myapplication">
......
<uses-permission android:name="android.permissionINTERNET" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permissionACCESSNETWORKSTATE" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permissionGETACCOUNTS" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permissionREAD_PROFILE" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permissionREADCONTACTS" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permissionVIBRATE" />
......
```
The next step is the "Java com.example.appname" using and the "new → Java Class" choosing, and following files are created: AccelAnalysis; AccelData; Login; MainActivity; ParseApp; ParseFunctions; Statistics.

The configuration settings [15] are used.
For connecting the smartphone application to cloud storage, the "Application ID" and "Client key" were added to the ParseApp file.
For correct connecting of the smartphone application to cloud storage and data visualization, the libraries [16] must be copied follow path "app → libs".
The following code was written to file build.gradle(Project: appname).

```
allprojects {
  repositories {
    ...
    maven { url "https://jitpack.io" }
  }
}
```

The following code was written to the end of file build.gradle(Module:app).

```
dependencies {
  implementation 'com.github.parse-community.Parse-SDK-Android:parse:1.18.5'
}
```

4. Testing and evaluation

In order to demonstrate the connection reliability of the monitoring system, the active tests provided on 2 healthy individuals with no previously diagnosed motor conditions. As a comparison, the tests were also run an additional 2 times with simulated Parkinson's disorder, such as tremor. The data was transmitted from smartphone application using Wi-Fi network to cloud storage. The time delay of data transmission is up to 1 seconds. The dashboard on Back4Upp platform used for real-time data visualization. Viewing the real-time data using a web browser is shown in Fig. 2.

5. Conclusion and future work

We have developed settings of configuration connection of a monitoring system for the continuous home assessment of PD symptoms, such as tremor, using smartphone embedded sensors. The configuration connection consists of settings for two components: a smartphone application and cloud storage. The active tests were developed to capture a motor disorder, that indicates PD symptom such as tremor. Initial trials of the developing demonstrated that the monitoring system has the ability to real-time data acquisition and transmission using smartphone sensors and cloud storage.

The connection settings developed for the system proved to be efficient when sensor data transmitted from the smartphone to cloud storage. The period of time required to transfer data to the cloud equal to the period of time less than one second.

In addition, future work will involve developing and implementation of a technique for tests data processing and analysis for PD symptoms detection.
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Хвороба Паркінсона - це посібно прогресуюче захворювання, яке впливає на рухову активність, м'якчений контроль і баланс. Близько раннього лікування може залучити розробку та продовжену датчиків руху. З метою стимулювання активної активності та контролю руху застосовують віддалений моніторинг.

Активне використання смартфонів дозволяє підвищити ефективність моніторингу хвороби. В системі віддаленого моніторингу Паркінсона застосовуються датчики руху для швидкого визначення симптомів тремора.
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